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culture cannot perforce accommodate the testament of religious prophets and tradition—"the far-sent message of the years."

"Credo" is then, as the title implies, an affirmation of Christian faith, or as close to one as we are likely to find in Robinson’s poetic canon. Moreover, this affirmation is strikingly firm and resolute against an explicit background of conditions unconducive to faith in anything beyond man’s power to perceive sensually or to empiricize. The narrator knows, meaning that he has read and understands and accepts, the “message.” He feels, meaning that he believes or intuits, that in death (“the black and awful chaos of the night”), which he “welcomes when he fears,” will come the “glory of the Light.” Finally, in that Light—knowledge, wisdom, revelation, Christ—he will apprehend the true meaning and full significance of his former existence.

The narrator’s spiritual journey, different in time, conditions, and character from that of, say, the Magi, will nevertheless result in similar revelation and exaltation. His is a journey through life and experience in the modern world, and his expectation, his credo, is that at its termination the Light will reveal complete justification of his worldly being. That belief, as it did for Everyman and will for every man, sustains him “through it all—above, beyond it all.”

A BIBLIOGRAPHY OF ROBERT P. TRISTRAM COFFIN: ADDENDA

By Richard Cary

The three basic sections of this bibliography have appeared in the issues of Colby Library Quarterly for December 1965, June 1966, and December 1966. The following entries have been garnered in the continuing search for Coffin’s plenitudinous publications. It is planned to consolidate these installments into a comprehensive volume after other additions have been reaped and several snags have been cleared. The editor solicits information concerning any items not as yet included in these four preliminary listings.
BOOKS BY RPTC


CONTRIBUTIONS TO BOOKS


Introduction to Alice Ewing Vail, The Big Thicket (San Antonio, Texas: Naylor Co., 1952), vii-viii.

Foreword to Lone-Star Longhorns (Cleveland: American Weave Press, 1953), [i-ii].

IN ANTHOLOGIES

Poems


"Crystal Moment," in Walter Alvin Briggs & William Rose
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“One Who Knows His Sea-Gulls,” in Walter de la Mare (editor), *Behold, This Dreamer* (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1939), 545.


“At the Lowest Ebb of Night,” in Stanton A. Coblentz (editor), *The Music Makers* (New York: Bernard Ackerman, 1945), 41-42.


“He Learned from Primers,” in Elizabeth Collette, Tom Peete Cross, & Elmer C. Stauffer (editors), *Beyond the Seas* (Boston: Ginn & Co., 1955), 517.
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"Crystal Moment," "The Spider," in Edwin Rakow (editor),
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“Crystal Moment,” in Robert A. Bennett, Verda Evans, & Edward J. Gordon (editors), Types of Literature (Boston: Ginn & Co., 1964), 471, with analysis on 472-473.

Prose
“The Lobstering Man,” in Robert A. Bennett, Verda Evans, & Edward J. Gordon (editors), Types of Literature (Boston: Ginn & Co., 1964), 265-274.

Contributions to Periodicals and Newspapers

Poems
1919
28  Colby Library Quarterly

1921
“Now I Lay Me,” First Parish Calendar, No. 714 (February 6), [4].

1933
“The Church on the Hill,” First Parish Calendar, No. 1200 (September), [4].

1935
“The Church on the Hill,” First Parish Calendar, No. 1259 (September), [4].

1936
“Poem to Mark Twain,” Mark Twain Quarterly, I (Fall), 9.

1937

1946
“The Church on the Hill,” First Parish Calendar, No. 1613 (March 24), [4].

ABOUT RPTC

Dorothy Emerson, “Poetry Corner,” Scholastic, XXIX (October 3, 1936), 9.


“Bob Coffin Day,” Bowdoin Alumnus, XXII (August 1948), 16.
